OPTIONAL MOUNTING EAR (2 PL.)
SEE DETAIL A ON SHEET 3

CIRCUIT I.D. (3-PL)

PREBENT MOUNTING EARS
NO MOUNTING EARS

PLUG
NOTES:

1. MATERIAL: NYLON (PA 6), UL94V-2, GLOW WIRE CAPABLE PER IEC 60335-1, COLOR: BLACK
2. FINISH: NONE
3. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION: PS-02-06 WITH EXCEPTION THAT TERMINAL RETENTION IS 15 LBS / 66.7 N MIN.
4. PACKAGING SPECIFICATION: PK-1625-003
5. HOUSINGS FOR USE WITH MOLEX .062 DIAMETER TERMINALS.
6. SOME PARTS MAY HAVE THIS CORNER CHAMFERED.
7. CIRCUIT I.D. NUMBERS APPEAR ONLY ON TOOLS BUILT AFTER 1992/11/01
8. PARTS CONFORM TO CLASS B REQUIREMENTS OF COSMETIC SPECIFICATION PS-45499-002 WITH THE EXCEPTION OF SINK AND DISCOLORATION MEET CLASS ‘C’ REQUIREMENTS.
9. THIS DRAWING REPLACES SD-1625-9**